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ABT602 MASTERING OILS 1
OIL PAINTING TECHNIQUES ON AFVS

English / Spanish / German / French. 
124 pages

Mastering Oils 1, Oil Painting Techniques on AFVs, is the first one of a master 
series dealing with all the techniques necessary to control oil painting. In this 
first one the master modeler Joaquín García Gázquez shows us how to use oils 
in the correct way; how to mix them, how to apply them, which tools are the best 
for handling them. All the possibilities regarding oils applied on armored fighting 
vehicles with step by step guides. A masterpiece which will be very useful for 
any modeler.

Follow along with Joaquín García Gázquez as he describes all the necessary techniques to master the kind of tools for applying, mixing, 
etc. Take your model to the next level and achieve extreme reality with this must-have guide to oil techniques.

February 2017

23.95€

http://abteilung502.com/product/mastering-oils-1-oil-painting-techniques-on-afvs/
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ABT308 BASE COLOR ALTERATION SET

ABT310 FANTASY & SCI-FI COLORS SET

ABT315 LEATHER AND WOOD COLORS SET

Within this set you will find all the necessary colors for base color alteration, for 
the base color alteration over the different tones like grey, desert yellow, green 
or painted in camouflages, as described in detail in our new book “ Mastering 
Oils 1” by Joaquín García Gázquez. Joaquín has made this selection for the proper 
application of his techniques. All these oils have a well known superb quality.

Within this set you will find all the basic colors to paint from space ships to fan-
tasy creatures, mixed together you can achieve as many colors as needed to 
cover all the unusual colors seen in this type of miniature.. All these oils have a 
well known superb quality.

Within this set you will find all the basic colors to paint different leather and wood 
tones. All these are warm colors which when mixed can achieve almost any 
leather and wood shade, plus its shadows and highlights. All these oils have a 
well known superb quality.

February 2017

This set contains:

ABT001 White
ABT010 Yellow
ABT110 Black
ABT235 Intense Blue
ABT250 Magenta
ABT255 Paynes Grey

This set contains:

ABT500 Gundam Blue
ABT505 Coagulated Blood
ABT510 Starship Filth
ABT515 Turquoise Lights
ABT520 Dead Flesh
ABT525 Ghost Grey

This set contains:

ABT004 Bitume
ABT006 Burnt Umber
ABT020 Faded Yellow
ABT025 Warm Red
ABT080 Brown Wash
ABT092 Ocher

22.50€

22.50€

22.50€

http://abteilung502.com/product/base-color-alteration-set/
http://abteilung502.com/product/fantasy-sci-fi-colors-set/
http://abteilung502.com/product/leather-and-wood-colors-set/
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ABT500 GUNDAM BLUE

ABT505 COAGULATED BLOOD

ABT510 STARSHIP FILTH

Fantasy colors are an independent line inside Abteilung with vivid colors de-
signed for Scifi/Fantasy subjects. It can also be combined with the classic colors 
if looking for an alternative result or on sci-fi vehicles or figures. This Blue color 
is perfect for Gundam, Warhammer figures or Scifi vehicles in blue or grey tones.

Fantasy colors are an independent line inside Abteilung with vivid colors de-
signed for Scifi/Fantasy themes. It can also be combined over the classic colors 
if looking for an alternative result or on sci-fi vehicles or figures. This blood color 
is perfect for effects in fantasy figures, Warhammer figures or Scifi vehicles to 
make very special effects.

Fantasy colors are an independent line inside Abteilung with vivid colors de-
signed for Scifi/Fantasy subjects. It can also be combined with the classic colors 
if looking for an alternative result or on sci-fi vehicles or figures. This color is per-
fect to recreate realistic dirt on Gundam models, Warhammer figures or Scifi ve-
hicles to make a realistic dirt.

3.75€

3.75€

3.75€

http://abteilung502.com/product/gundam-blue/
http://abteilung502.com/product/coagulated-blood/
http://abteilung502.com/product/starship-filth/
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ABT525 GHOST GREY

February 2017

ABT515 TURQUOISE LIGHTS

ABT520 DEAD FLESH

Fantasy colors are an independent line inside Abteilung with vivid colors de-
signed for Scifi/Fantasy subjects. It can also be combined over the Classic colors 
if looking for an alternative result or on sci-fi vehicles or figures. This Blue color is 
perfect to create lights effects or make effects in turquoises on Gundam models, 
Warhammer figures or Scifi vehicles. 

Fantasy colors are an independent line inside Abteilung with vivid colors de-
signed for Scifi/Fantasy subjects. It can also be combined over the Classic colors 
if looking for an alternative result or on sci-fi vehicles or figures. This pale Flesh 
color is perfect to achieve a wide variety of effects and create a different flesh 
tones on Warhammer and fantasy figures.

Fantasy colors are an independent line inside Abteilung with vivid colors de-
signed for Scifi/Fantasy subjects. It can also be combined over the Classic colors 
if looking for an alternative result or on sci-fi vehicles or figures.This Grey color is 
perfect to create different shadows and effects in blue or grey tones for Gundam 
models, Warhammer figures or Scifi vehicles like Star Wars. 

3.75€

3.75€

3.75€

http://abteilung502.com/product/turquoise-lights/
http://abteilung502.com/product/dead-flesh/
http://abteilung502.com/product/ghost-grey/
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ABT250 MAGENTA

ABT255 PAYNES GREY

ABT260 PATINA OXIDE

A basic, multipurpose colour that can be used alone or combined with other 
colours for the creation of various effects. Magenta is a color to alterate the base 
in grey colors.

Suitable to mix with all the base colours and create dirt and dust effects. Thanks 
to its tone you will achieve shadow areas on white or light gray parts. Very useful 
to illuminate certain parts on brown, sand or tri-tone camouflages vehicles or in 
figures. A basic tone for modelers.

This colour is a patina to be applied over the base colour and then removed 
leaving a subtle layer over the paint. This Rust colour has been designed to help 
weathering the rusty structures of your models. It can also be used combined  
with other rust colors if looking for an alternative result.

3.75€

3.75€

3.75€

http://abteilung502.com/product/magenta/
http://abteilung502.com/product/paynes-grey/
http://abteilung502.com/product/patina-oxide/
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MARTA KOLINSKY DISPLAY
This elegant metacrylate display is available with 
all eight sizes of brush. The best possible way to 

catch your customer’s attention.

20 units per each reference.
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This kit contains:

ABT850-10/0 
ABT850-5/0 
ABT850-4/0 
ABT850-3/0 
ABT850-2/0 
ABT850-0
ABT850-1
ABT850-2

ABT850 DELUXE MARTA KOLINSKY KIT

High quality case to hold your favourite Marta Kolinsky brushes and keep them 
safe and ready to use, it also provides an easy way to transport them. On the front 
side the Abteilung 502 logo is beautifully stitched. An elegant case for those who 
like to distinguish themselves.

ABT845 DELUXE BRUSHES KIT

This kit contains:

ABT830-10/0 ROUND BRUSH 10/0
ABT830-5/0 ROUND BRUSH 5/0
ABT830-2/0 ROUND BRUSH 2/0
ABT830-0 ROUND BRUSH 0
ABT830-1 ROUND BRUSH 1
ABT830-2 ROUND BRUSH 2
ABT835-2 FLAT BRUSH 2
ABT835-4 FLAT BRUSH 4
ABT840-6 FILBERT BRUSH 6
ABT845-6 ANGULAR BRUSH 6

High quality case to hold your favourite Abteilung brushes and keep them safe 
and ready to use, it also provides an easy way to transport them. On the front side 
the Abteilung 502 logo is beautifully stitched. An elegant case for those who like 
to distinguish themselves.

ABT850-10/0 MARTA KOLINSKY BRUSH

Ultra high quality brush with Marta Kolinsky bristles. As everybody knows the 
quality, performance and durability of these is unparalleled. Now you can find 
them in our catalogue range in several sizes, depending on the work required.

February 2017

37.35€

37.50€

4.10€

http://abteilung502.com/product/deluxe-marta-kolinsky-kit/
http://abteilung502.com/product/deluxe-brushes-kit/
http://abteilung502.com/product/marta-kolinsky-brush-100/
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ABT850-5/0 MARTA KOLINSKY BRUSH

ABT850-4/0 MARTA KOLINSKY BRUSH

Ultra high quality brush with Marta Kolinsky bristles. As everybody knows the 
quality, performance and durability of these is unparalleled. Now you can find 
them in our catalogue range in several sizes, depending on the work required.

Ultra high quality brush with Marta Kolinsky bristles. As everybody knows the 
quality, performance and durability of these is unparalleled. Now you can find 
them in our catalogue range in several sizes, depending on the work required.

February 2017

ABT850-000 MARTA KOLINSKY BRUSH

Ultra high quality brush with Marta Kolinsky bristles. As everybody knows the 
quality, performance and durability of these is unparalleled. Now you can find 
them in our catalogue range in several sizes, depending on the work required.

4.10€

4.10€

4.25€

http://abteilung502.com/product/marta-kolinsky-brush-50/
http://abteilung502.com/product/marta-kolinsky-brush-40/
http://abteilung502.com/product/marta-kolinsky-brush-000/
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ABT850-00 MARTA KOLINSKY BRUSH

ABT850-0 MARTA KOLINSKY BRUSH

Ultra high quality brush with Marta Kolinsky bristles. As everybody knows the 
quality, performance and durability of these is unparalleled. Now you can find 
them in our catalogue range in several sizes, depending on the work required.

Ultra high quality brush with Marta Kolinsky bristles. As everybody knows the 
quality, performance and durability of these is unparalleled. Now you can find 
them in our catalogue range in several sizes, depending on the work required.

February 2017

ABT850-1 MARTA KOLINSKY BRUSH

Ultra high quality brush with Marta Kolinsky bristles. As everybody knows the 
quality, performance and durability of these is unparalleled. Now you can find 
them in our catalogue range in several sizes, depending on the work required.

4.50€

4.60€

5.20€

http://abteilung502.com/product/marta-kolinsky-brush-00/
http://abteilung502.com/product/marta-kolinsky-brush-0/
http://abteilung502.com/product/marta-kolinsky-brush-1/
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ABT850-2 MARTA KOLINSKY BRUSH

Ultra high quality brush with Marta Kolinsky bristles. As everybody knows the 
quality, performance and durability of these is unparalleled. Now you can find 
them in our catalogue range in several sizes, depending on the work required.

February 2017

6.50€

http://abteilung502.com/product/marta-kolinsky-brush-2/

